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	Click HERE to Receive Show Notifications
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	LIVE A LEADING EDGE LIFESTYLE ALIGNED WITH YOUR SOUL
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What Global Leaders and Experts are Saying about Cari....
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	[image: ]“Cari Murphy is truly a messenger of love and light. Being on her radio show was like having a heart-to-heart conversation with a friend, and never wanting the discussion to end. Cari's passion, authenticity and love for people, makes her a shining example of what inspired living looks like. I absolutely know her work is changing the world for the better.”
Michael J. Chase
Bestselling Author, Speaker & Founder of The Kindness Center


[image: ]“Words cannot express how great it was to be on The Cari Murphy Show. She was honest and passionate in her approach to my work and the practice of past life regression. Her gift is her ability to create an immediate connection with you through her questions and experiences. Thank you so much, Cari, for your beautiful spirit and passion - your show allowed me to share stories from my book and to become friends with you. Together we opened the door for many of your listeners to explore their past lives!

Take the opportunity to experience Cari Murphy. Your soul will sing, your heart will grow and your spirit will soar with her wonderful energy and love!”
Mira Kelley, Regressionist and Author of Beyond Past Lives


[image: ]“Cari, you are such a joy to be with! Your spirit of enthusiasm and charisma is contagious! I thank you so much for the honor of being a guest on your show. I loved the conversation and I am deeply grateful for your graciousness in having me share the platform with you on messages that we are so aligned on. Much love and many thanks!”
DIANNE COLLINS, Author and Creator of the QuantumThink® System of thinking
www.DianneCollins.com


[image: ]“Cari, you little fireball ...I adore YOU! What a great interviewer you are! I would love to see you have a major show somewhere and I am contributing energy to that happening! You are seriously awesome and I had so much fun! You have this amazing way of bringing out the greatness of what someone can share and offer. I just wanted you to know how very grateful I am for you!”
DR. DAIN HEER, International speaker, Author and the co-creator of Access Consciousness


[image: ]“The love in Cari's heart is so palpable; it transforms any interview into a catalyst of healing for the well-being of all.”
MATT KAHN, Spiritual Teacher, Mystic and Intuitive Healer
www.TrueDivineNature.com


[image: ]“What a blessing to be interviewed by Cari Murphy. Cari has a depth of understanding that is exceptional. Right from the start of our chat I immediately felt like I was talking with a life long friend who is on the same wavelength as I am! Musicians like myself often have been on a journey that is less than "normal" and involves many challenging adventures. Cari cellularly understands the more subtle workings of music, sound, frequency and energy. Add to this her awareness of self responsibility in all moments, which opens the door to self healing, and you have a winning combination. Her knowledge and wisdom extends to a wide range of topics and specialties as a result of her openness to experience and fully participate in life. It is no wonder that her show is at the top tier. I anxiously look forward to our next time together and many more as I feel Cari is a dear friend as well as a collaborator. Cari is a true gift to the world of Higher Consciousness, Human Potential, Awakening and Oneness.”
JIM OLIVER, Emmy Award-winning musician, performer and presenter. Owner, Oliver Music, LLC: Record Label
www.JimOliverMusic.com


[image: ]“Thanks so much for being a phenomenal host! Your guidance allowed us to share to the fullest of what's available in this new field of sexual enlightenmentemt. You have such a beautiful way of going into depth of the subject matter while sharing lightness and joy. It was inspiring being on your show!”
DR. ELSBETH MEUTH & FREDDY ZENTAL WEAVER, Founders of TantraNova Institute
www.TantraNova.com


[image: ]“Cari Murphy opens the door to the domain of the infinite, immortal, and eternal and leads us to this awareness. If you are looking for greater joy and fulfillment in your life, don't deny yourself this journey.”
LARRY DOSSEY, MD, New York Times Best Selling Author, Lecturer, Reinventing Medicine
www.LarryDosseyMD.com


[image: ]“Being interviewed by Cari Murphy is like having a conversation with your best friend. Is informative, honest, valuable, funny, happy, intense etc. It is REAL LIFE! She is AWESOME!”
DR. FAB MANCINI, Bestselling author of The Power of Self-Healing and President Emeritus of Parker University
www.DrFabMancini.com


[image: ]“Over the last 44 years that I've been teaching I've been interviewed hundreds of times and it is rare to be interviewed by someone of Cari's caliber. She allows her guest to shine while at the same time making sure that there is information shared that is helpful to each of her listeners. She is a remarkable woman and it was an honor to be on her show.”
DENISE LINN, Internationally Acclaimed Healer, Lecturer, and Best Selling Author
www.DeniseLinn.com


[image: ]“Cari, I had an over the top amazing time on your show! Thank you for sharing your beautiful and bright light with me as well as the rest of the world!!!! You rock!!!! Keep shining bright!”
DR. DARREN R. WEISSMAN, Developer of The LifeLine Technique®
www.DrDarrenWeissman.com


[image: ]“Cari blends heart, spirit, strength and passion together in an irresistible combination that clearly has the power to create a resonant field of transformation for all who come in contact with it. I am inspired by the many ways she consistently demonstrates her commitment to growth and expansion. Her open-heartedness and beauty shine through the interviews we have done together, providing a living example of what I call SHAKTI. In deep gratitude.”
LISA SCHRADER, Founder of Awakening Shakti
www.AwakeningShakti.com


[image: ]“Cari rocked my world with her in-depth interview and loving approach. She focuses on extracting practical wisdom from her guests so she can best help her listeners. She's one of the best interviewers I've ever met! She's loving, wise, spiritual and more.”
DR. JOE VITALE, Star of the movie “The Secret,” Best Selling Author, Law of Attraction Expert
www.MrFire.com


[image: ]“I have done countless radio shows over the last five years, but "The Cari Murphy Show" and Cari Murphy stand out as the most professional show, host and interview of my experience. She is absolutely top-notch!”
DR. BRADLEY NELSON
www.DrBradleyNelson.com


[image: ]“Cari Murphy is an EXCELLENT INTERVIEWER! She is fully present and asks questions which allow you to speak to your strengths and the wisdom you are there to impart to her listening audience. Also, she does her research. There's not a moment of wasted space without a pertinent question asked. Cari truly cares that both her listeners and her guests get benefit from the interview. I HIGHLY RECOMMEND checking out her events, books and soul coaching programs, and I HIGHLY RECOMMEND CARI as a host, without reservation.”
DR. DAIN HEER
www.DrDainHeer.com


[image: ]“Cari Murphy is Light shining brightly on everything she touches. She invests her passion, her authenticity, her wisdom and her huge heart in all that she does for individuals and for the collective consciousness. Having just been interviewed by her for her Create Change Now radio show, I can attest that she is also one of the savviest and most effective interviewers around. It was an honor and a pleasure to have been invited to participate in one of her many creations. Thank you for all that you are and do, Cari!”
SUSAN SHADBURNE, Medical/Emotional Intuitive, Bio-energy healer
www.SusanShadburne.com


[image: ]“What an immense pleasure it was to be on your radio show Cari. I have been a big fan of yours for a few years now and have just finished reading one of your books CREATE CHANGE NOW. I found myself nodding and smiling in agreement to every chapter... immense WISDOM. I LOVE what you are doing in the world, your ENERGY is infectious in a BEAUTIFUL way. I call you an Earth Angel as you know! I truly BELIEVE we are in a time of massive change and your work is BRILLIANT, Cari. You are making such a BEAUTIFUL difference for so many people. Thank you again for being you the BRILLIANT LIGHT of LOVE that you are.”
CARL STEDMOND, Singer, Songwriter, Visionary, Inspirational Speaker


[image: ]“Cari Murphy is an insightful and engaging host! She is truly in her dharma providing both important information and inspiration to her global audience!”
LISSA COFFEY
www.CoffeyTalk.com


[image: ]“A heartfelt thank you Cari for sharing your love and wisdom with the world so authentically. It was such an honor to connect with you on your radio show and share a powerful dialogue with the intention of inspiring and empowering all those that tuned in. I look forward to co-creating even more miracles together in the future. Thank you for shining so brightly!”
EMMANUEL DAGHER, Holistic & Personal Transformation Specialist
www.MagnifiedManifesting.com


[image: ]“Cari has the wisdom, the brilliance and the frequency to be a leader in our field, no wonder her abundance programs are so popular. Cari "gets" energy patterns on such a deep level - listen in to her shows and you'll see what I mean. Thank you Cari for being you!”
CAROL LOOK, EFT Master
www.AttractingAbundance.com


[image: ]“What an honor it was to do Cari's show. Her depth of wisdom and willingness to explore and play opened up a space for such creative discovery and breakthrough insights -- I could just feel the energy brimming. Some people just bring out the best in you -- and Cari is definitely on that list.”
DEREK RYDALL, Best-Selling Author, Coach, Founder of The Law of Emergence and Emergineering
www.LawOfEmergence.com


[image: ]“Cari is a BLAST! Wonderful, intelligent, articulate, and informed interviewer! Just like talking to a girlfriend who just so happens to be much more enlightened!! Loved being on her show.”
COLETTE BARON-REID, Intuitive Coach©, Life Strategist and #1 Best Selling Author
www.MasterIntuitiveCoachInstitute.com
www.ColetteBaronReid.com


[image: ]“I am a huge believer in Cari Murphy and the work she does in the world. In this time of uncertainty and confusion, she brings great depth, wisdom and solutions to those looking to experience more love and prosperity in their lives. I highly recommend you follow Cari's path as you move forward on your own journey. She is a master at finding the perfect balance between the physical and spiritual dimensions. In this world full of people putting themselves out there as 'experts', Cari is the real deal... she truly lives what she speaks about and surrounds herself with other great leaders”
RICH GERMAN, International business and lifestyle coach, best-selling author, and public speaker
www.RichGerman.com


[image: ]“Cari Murphy has a heart of gold, and you feel it from the moment she speaks. Her words encourage and inspire you to face your challenges and live a fulfilling life. What better friend and mentor could you have than that?”
MARLISE KARLIN, Internationally renowned author, recording artist, educator, and humanitarian, recognized for igniting the power of peace in people around the world. Founder of The Simplicity of Stillness® Method
www.MarliseKarlin.com


[image: ]“Being on radio and sharing my message is such an important facet of getting my message out to the world. What really makes these calls memorable and powerful is working with a truly dynamic host. My interview with Cari Murphy was one of the most enjoyable and powerful interviews I've ever done. It is an art in itself for a host to truly control the flow of an interview and to build enthusiastic energy. Cari is a master! She asked great questions and is obviously very committed to providing her audience with content that will inspire them on their journey through life! I truly had a fantastic time and really appreciated her insight, wisdom and passion.”
MARK ROMERO, Founder & CEO of Mark Romero Music, Personal and Professional Development Leader
www.MarkRomeroMusic.com


[image: ]“Cari, you have such a beautiful way of opening doors for all of us to experience the realization of our dreams. I thoroughly enjoyed being interviewed by you. Your wisdom and heart speak volumes, and you hold such clear space in which people can see their own light. You truly make a wonderful difference in the world.”
MISA HOPKINS, Author of the best-selling book The Root of All Healing, Spiritual Director of The New Dream Foundation
www.Self-HealingSecrets.com
www.NewDreamFoundation.com


[image: ]“It was such a pleasure to be one of the speakers on your fabulous Create Change Now Telesummit. You are truly one of the most talented coaches and radio hosts world-wide. Your authenticity and ability to blend wisdom, heart and soul are truly unique and inspirational. Thank you for sharing your gifts and helping so many others to find and believe in their own.”
FRIEDEMANN SCHAUB, MD, PhD, Break-through and Empowerment Expert and Founder of
www.CellularWisdom.com


[image: ]“You are AMAZING Cari! Thank you for such a beautifully led event and call and for that incredible spirit of yours and goodness, are you ever the Barbara Walters of interviews! You got my tearing up there at the end with your question! WOW! Love you and what you stand for and thank you for that great opportunity to share with you and your community. KUDOS!”
LYNN ROSE, “The Voice of Transformation,” Multi-faceted Singer/Songwriter, Speaker, TV/Radio Host
www.LynnRose.com


[image: ]“Praises for Cari! Cari Murphy is an astonishing gift. She dives deep into the richness and the blessing of what you long to share with an audience and makes every moment of the interview and time together profound. She gathers the pearls of wisdom and delivers them with care and enthusiasm. Cari is so generous of heart that any show she does will be a wonderful one.”
ELI DAVIDSON, Reinvention Expert, International Best-Selling Author, Speaker and Coach
www.EliDavidson.com


[image: ]“It was a great pleasure to share knowledge and wisdom with such a bright light as you, Cari. You are amazing from the word go and on a wonderful mission to touch, heal and lift souls to their highest light. I am honored to know you experience the greatness that you exemplify.”
DAVID NEAGLE, Founder of Life is Now, Inc., Self Made Millionaire,  Internationally Acclaimed Speaker, Mindset Mentor, and INCOME ACCELERATION COACH
www.DavidNeagle.com


[image: ]“You know, I've worked with a lot of people and there's no one who walks her talk like Cari Murphy. She is doing amazing, huge things and empowers people wherever she goes. I was just interviewed by Cari on her radio show and was blown away by her presence and by what a light she is. I'm blessed and honored to have met you, Cari, and I can't wait to see the impact that the path that you blaze has on the world.”
ROSE COLE, CNC, CNHP
www.WellnessWithRose.com
www.RoseCole.com/FreeGift


[image: ]“Cari Murphy is my favorite interviewer. I have literally been interviewed by thousands of people in the last eight years, and I can't think of one person, nationally or internationally, who asks better questions or who gets to the heart of the matter better than Cari does. I feel honored to work with her and get into in depth conversations with her. The spiritual community of the world is better off because of her coaching, her radio show, and her work.”
GARY RENARD, International Speaker and Best Selling Author of The Disappearance of the Universe and Your Immortal Reality
www.GaryRenard.com


[image: ]“Cari Murphy exemplifies inspiration. She is a walking, talking example of how to live the life she speaks of on her radio show, in her books and her coaching. Her dedication to providing writings, coaching, informational products, group programs, podcasts, audios and more that are designed to awaken and inspire a consciousness shift in our world is evident. Cari's works empowers you to you slow down, focus on the present, and choose to detach from the chaos of your life by living with purpose, passion, and conscious intentions. Read her writings. Coach with her. Listen to her radio show, 'Create Change Now,' and you will undoubtedly begin to notice a beautiful transformation in your life. She offers tangible action steps for creating the abundance, prosperity, and success that is meant to be yours. Cari is a divine catalyst for positive change in our world.”
EVA GREGORY, MasterCoach, Author, Speaker, Law of Attraction Expert, and Conscious Channel
www.LeadingEdgeCoaching.com


[image: ]“I had the distinct pleasure of being a guest on Cari's radio show 'Create Change Now' and enjoyed every minute of our time together. Most importantly, Cari delivers tremendous value to her audience and clients. She digs deep into the issues that people want solutions for in all of her work and engages her guest and her audience with finesse, class, and fun. Cari is one of the best radio show hosts I've had the pleasure to be interviewed by. You are guaranteed to have a great time AND reach a wide audience of eager listeners.”
PEGGY MCCOLL, New York Times Best Selling Author, Speaker
www.Destinies.com


[image: ]“Need to feed your whole soul? Look no further - Cari Murphy is the coach, speaker and teacher for you! Cari connected with my listeners instantaneously. Quick witted, with a splash of fun humor, she tackled difficult topics with ease. As a coach, her detail is impeccable. Thoroughly organized, Cari provides more preparatory information than most seminar leaders offer during an entire event. It is obvious Cari cares deeply for every soul she meets, because her passion is helping you find yours. Highly recommended!”
DEB SCOTT, BA, CPC, Life Coach, Award Winning Author, Radio Host: “The Best People We Know Show”
www.GreenSkyandBlueGrass.com


[image: ]“I recently had the opportunity to appear on Cari's radio show and the connection was immediate! Cari's wonderful, positive energy and zest for life wove itself through our conversation and the hour flew in minutes! Thank you Cari, for all the great work you are doing helping people move forward, celebrating life and all the wonder that is unfolding around us. You are a great gift!”
PATRICIA CORI, Best selling author, spirit guide and international media host
www.SyrianRevelations.net


[image: ]“Cari is a beautiful soul who makes her clients and those around her shine. I had the honor of being her very first guest on her 'Create Change Now' radio show. She's a pleasure to work with!”
NOAH ST. JOHN, Inventor of Afformations, Speaker, and Author of The Secret Code of Success
www.SuccessClinic.com


[image: ]“Cari Murphy genuinely cares about transforming the lives of her clients, readers, listeners and group coaching participants. Her unwavering commitment shines through in every book, article, radio interview, product and program she meticulously designs from her wealth of wisdom, knowledge and experience. Cari is one of those rare individuals who truly "walks her talk," as she's affecting the lives of thousands. If you have the rare opportunity to work with her, be prepared to quickly transform your limiting mindset and claim the success you deserve.”
MARY ALLEN, CPCC, MCC, Author of “The Power of the Inner Choice,” America’s Inner Peace Coach, Speaker
www.LifeCoachmary.com


[image: ]“What can I say about the beautiful Cari Murphy? Cari embodies the essence of soulfulness with her spirit and energy. I had the honor of being an interviewed guest on her radio show recently and I had the most enjoyable hour of my day spending time with her. She is a consummate professional that was well prepared, asked pertinent questions and was grounded in the topic of the show. Always looking out for the best interest of her listeners and clients, she challenged me to provide life changing exercises not just theory, to support them in achieving their goals and dreams. I am eternally grateful to have met Cari at this point in my career. Thanks Cari for doing what you do!”
TOM HAUPT, Best-Selling Author, International Speaker, Tom Haupt International
www.TomHaupt.com


[image: ]“Many people claim to live the life of a spiritually aware individual, few achieve the level of truth Cari LaGrange Murphy has. Her books, articles, coaching programs and various forms of information dissemination definitely convey the truth of someone who 'walks their talk.' Cari is a very special person who brings light to the lives of those fortunate enough to cross paths with her. She has a deep commitment to conscious business, truth, and oneness. I highly recommend Cari's information products and coaching programs for anyone who is ready to take their awareness to a higher level. If you have not yet read her books I suggest you order them immediately for yourself, your friends, colleagues, clients and anyone else who is ready for a shift in perception.”
KATHLEEN GAGE, The Street Smarts Marketer™ Best Selling Author, Keynote Speaker, Internet Marketing Expert
www.Kathleengage.com
www.TheMarketinMindset.com


[image: ]“Cari is an inspiration to all women and the kind of role model so needed in the world of business today. She approaches her work with a great deal of love, authenticity and wonder. It was my great honor and joy to be on her radio show 'Create Change Now' - without a doubt Cari is passionate about sharing important, relevant, spirited content with her audiences for the betterment of their lives. She takes her role seriously as a gracious hostess and utilizes her considerable interviewing skills to get straight to the heart of the matter. With Cari, it's all about being a generous person by giving to others to achieve their success.”
MARIA GAMB Chief Change Agent, BestSelling Author of “Healing The Corporate World” and Mentor
www.MariaGamb.com


[image: ]“I recently had the honor of being interviewed on Cari's 'Create Change Now' radio show and had a great time. Cari is one of the best interviewers and hosts that I have ever had the opportunity to be interviewed by. Cari asks the important questions that people want answers to. Her worldwide audience will definitely walk away with clear steps to achieve their greatest lives. As a listener, you are assured to have fun while learning on this show. That is guaranteed.”
CHRISTY WHITMAN, Bestselling Author, CEO and Founder of the Quantum Success Coaching Academy
www.7EssentialLaws.com


[image: ]“Cari Murphy is a host on my Contact Talk Radio Network and has been for quite some time. Her professionalism and dedication to her client/listeners goes far beyond the norm. Cari inspires with her interviews and her on air professionalism. Cari's care and concern for her clients and her listeners is perfectly aligned with personal growth. If in the dictionary there was a definition for personal growth and success you would see Cari's name there. As a host she certainly does not take the backseat to anyone ... and in just the first few months of having her own show on our network, she became one of the most listened to shows. She has a following of listeners that are beyond loyal to her show.”
CAMERON STEELE, Owner, Clear Conscious Media, LLC, Contact Talk Radio®
www.ClearConsciousMedia.com
www.ContactTalkRadio.com


[image: ]“In this time of change and uncertainty, Cari is a voice for hope, clarity, purpose, and inspiration. Her dedication to the field of optimal well being and profound spiritual growth is unyielding. Those who tap into Cari's wellspring of Divine energy via her books, coaching, or radio show will not go away uninspired!”
DR. JEANINE MARIE AUSTIN, Ph,D., c.ht., Life Coaching & Hypnosis Worldwide
www.SimplyDivineSolutions.com


[image: ]“Cari is an unsurpassed host, with a zest for life that is evident during her interviews. She's prepared, highly aware, charismatic, and really wants her listeners to walk away with valuable information, so their lives are transformed. I highly recommend her show, her coaching, and her work. Cari simply rocks!”
DAVID ESSEL ,Author, Radio/Tv Host, Adjunct Professor, Master Life Coach, All Faiths Minister
www.DavidEssel.com


[image: ]“As a Soul Success coach, Cari Murphy is completely committed to assisting spiritually conscious entrepreneurs propel both their business and personal success to new heights! She inspires us to be an outstanding model of feminine power that's beautifully blended with spirit, integrity, and grace. I highly recommend Cari Murphy to you ... the woman who desires to advance your career and your life but are not willing to give up the essence of who you truly are ... beautiful, intuitive, wisdom-filled voices who are shifting the future of our planet.”
MARSH ENGLE, Author, Speaker, Transformational Success Coach, Founder of Amazing Woman’s Day Worldwide
www.MarshEngle.com


[image: ]“As a grateful guest to be on Create Change Now, Cari Murphy is a gracious host, but most importantly she is a practical, empowering paradigm shifter. She brings to her audiences, clients, and to her guests, heart connections that go beyond any limits by providing a place, time and an event. Her 'Create Change Now' radios how provides knowledge, wisdom, and clarity for everyone involved. Cari is real, she comes from her heart and you can feel in your own heart as you listen to her speak. How fortunate we are to have her on the air broadcasting conscious creative changes we can apply now. Her coaching and her work reveals the way to move forward in our lives. Kudos to Cari!”
SHERRY ANSHARA , Medical Intuitive, Radio Host, Founder, QuantumPathic Center of Consciousness
www.SherryAnshara.com


[image: ]“Cari is an incredible force on this planet. In all her work she speaks absolute truths and wisdom with an abundance of love. Her passion and knowledge inspires all around her into positive action so they can change their lives now. She is a true blessing on this planet and anyone who reads her books or works with her directly is touched at the depths of their soul.”
CINDY ASHTON, Speaker, Performer, Coach, Author of Kiss Your Monsters Goodbye
www.CindyAshton.com


[image: ]“As a Bestselling Author. Soul Success Coach, and Empowerment Mentor, there is no doubt that Cari Murphy belongs among the inspirational and motivational greats. She is fast on her way to becoming one of those select few that others look to for guidance and empowerment. Cari speaks with the voice of a true leader and projects the kind of clarity that comes from BEING the message as supposed to merely believing it. Cari's latest bestselling book, Create Change Now, is an absolute gem which belongs on any bookshelf of the spiritually aware.”
SUZANNE RYE, Bestselling Author, Holistic Voice Performance & Communications Coach
www.SuzanneRye.com


[image: ]“Cari is an inspiration force for good in this world. She is a great interviewer, charismatic leader and coach, and a champion of people interested in being their best. I highly recommend Cari and enjoy working with her whenever I get a chance.”
DR. JOE RUBINO CEO, Center For Personal Reinvention, BestSelling Author, Trainer, Speaker
www.SelfEsteemSystem.com


[image: ]“It is always with great pleasure and deep interest that I regularly read Cari's Blog, her Magnetize Soul Success Ezine and listen to her "Create Change Now" radio show... not to forget the many happiness and success generating ideas that she profusely shares with the members of the online groups that she facilitates. What I particularly love about Cari is her generous and consistent presence, kindness and enthusiasm. What a positive and highly valuable experience it must be to be coached by her!”
CHANTAL BEAUPRE, n.d. Emotional Mastery Coach, LifeSuccess Certified Consultant
www.ChantalBeaupre.com


[image: ]“'Create Change Now' is an inspirational MASTERPIECE that ranks Cari L. Murphy with the leaders in personal transformation. Lives will be changed by her work and her coaching. Her messages are thoughtful and thought provoking. She gently hands you the mirror you need where all significant personal change occurs. Everyone should own a copy of her books or work with her!"”
UCHENNA AGU, Motivational Speaker, Former Winner of CBS’s The Amazing Race


[image: ]“Cari's words speak truth and her messages can change and empower lives! Create Change Now is a must read, her coaching work is profound, and her radio show is essential to listen to, especially in times when powerful change is needed to create success at a whole new level.”
CHUCK GALLIGHER, Author of Second Chances and International Speaker


[image: ]“Cari uses her knowledge to inspire, empower, and uplift others. Her dedication to the spiritual laws and principles are evident in her inspirational messages, writings, coaching, and radio show. The information that Cari so easily and readily shares in bite size nuggets is available to anyone who wants to change their life. Using Cari's information, I am learning to live courageously inviting spirit to guide me while taking full responsibility for myself. She has inspired me to live full out and go for my dreams! Thank you, Cari!”
INEZ BRACY, Lifestyle Transitions Coach
www.InezBracy.com


[image: ]“I have the utmost respect for Cari's work and her genuine desire to help people visualize their dreams into reality. What sets Cari's work apart from all the rest is her unique ability to stimulate change from the Soul Level - bringing light, love and meaning into our current reality. Cari's work is liberating, healing and holistic in nature. She is able to inspire the desire for change because her teachings are rooted in truth, authenticity, spiritual growth, higher awareness and conscious living. Her insights on how to achieve success, empowerment and personal growth speak deeply to our hearts because we all desire and deserve to live in a state of peace, joy and abundance. Cari's energy is warm, dynamic and synergistic! I encourage anyone looking to make a significant shift in their lifestyle check out Cari Murphy's inspirational writings, coaching programs and radio show. By taking this powerful step you will attain new insights, transform your life and elevate your awareness to higher levels.”
GENA LIVINGS, Lifestyle Modification and Fitness Coaching, Creator of The Livings Key Principles
www.GenaLivings.com


[image: ]“What can I say, I absolutely love Cari and you will too! More importantly you'll love what she can do for you. Cari is one of the most caring, considerate individuals you'll ever meet. She genuinely cares about her spiritual mission to lead, inspire and empower as many people across the world as she possibly can through her 'Create Change Now' radio show, her Soul Success Opulence Alliance and coaching practice, wonderful home study products and phenomenal bestselling books. She is so upbeat and is always ready to add positivity to your day and your life!”
KELLY BOUCHARD, Motivational Speaker, Empowerment Coach and Teen Leadership Advocate
www.KellyBouchard.com


[image: ]“Cari L Murphy is a thought leader and change agent in the world of coaching! Cari lights up the virtual world when she speaks. She is able to reach people where they are and then lift them up to a higher level. I had the pleasure of interviewing Cari and hearing first hand the sincere love and appreciation that she has for people, and yet she also delivers practical tips and tools that people can apply right away to make a difference in their lives. She is full of surprises... she is wise like an ancient soul...and at the same time her enthusiasm makes me feel like she is cheering me on to win and succeed.”
SHERI KAYE HOFF, MA, CGCL, Life Coach and Author, Inspiring Successful and Joyful Living Every day
www.LifeIsJoyful.org


[image: ]“As a guest on Cari's Create Change Now radio show, it became clear to me that Cari is beautiful in every way inside and out. Cari a a talented radio show host and her incredible heart, passion, truth and sweetness shine through her deeply caring voice. Tune into her show for deep insights and wisdom as well as inspiration, guidance and the support you may need to live the life you've dreamed of. Thank you Cari for the gifts that you share with so many, and the joy and Light you bring to our world!”
SYLVA DVORAK, PhD, Doctor of Psychoneurology and Integrative Healing, Author, Speaker, Humanitarian
www.DrSylvaDvorak.com
www.AtmanInternational.com
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